Loose Part Information
Loose Part Name

Sizing

Description

Loofah

Approximately 6-7cm
diameter

Doilie
Wooden Peg

Approximately 8.5cm in
diameter
Approximately 11cm

Dried ripened Loofah fruit, cut into slices. This texture is coarse to the
touch providing a unique sensory experience. Strands from the fruit can
fray and become loose.
A soft, cotton doilie. An interesting malleable item to investigate.

Jar Ring

Outer diameter 9cm

Crochet Ball

Larger than a golf ball

Silk Hanky

21*21cm

Crochet Cup

Fits a regular sized egg inside

Your classic men’s suit handkerchief, this silk square is another texture to
experience in many ways.
A locally crocheted woollen cup. Perfect for nestling items in or under.

Salt Scoop

7.5cm in length

A small wooden scoop, smooth to touch with a curved rim.

Woven Flax Kete

4.5*4.5cm

Wooden Button

6cm Diameter

Tin Shell

7*2.5cm

Interwoven strips of dried flax weaved to form a small size cylinder
shaped kete.
A light weight wooden button with 4 small holes large enough for
threading.
Smooth rim, Aluminium with the print of a shell within the base.

Wooden Ring

7cm external Diameter

Organza Scarf

Approximately 65*65cm

Wooden Spoon

Approximately 14cm in length

Wooden Block
Peg Figure

Approximately 4.5cm on all
sides
65mm Tall

Pom Pom

Approximately 7cm Diameter

Handmade, natural block with rounded edges. Each unique with
beautiful markings from the untreated wood.
Shaped to stand on a flat bottom, this smooth figure is made of natural
wood.
A fluffy, soft faux fur.

Metal Chain

Approximately 35cm In Length

Double linked stainless-steel chain.

Wooden Napkin Ring

Approximately 4.5cm

A thick circle of clean, natural wood. Smooth on all surfaces.

Spiral Egg Holder

Approximately 5*4cm

An old-style metal spiral. Squeezable, providing lots of bounce.

Brush

Approximately 10cm

A soft, makeup style brush. Synthetic hair with a bamboo handle.

Painted Chicken Egg
Reflective Sphere

The size of a regular chickens
egg
51mm

A simple egg simulation, wooden on the outside, painted the colour of a
hen’s egg. Non toxic paint.
A shiny, reflective (mirror) sphere.

Wooden Rabbit

5.5cm in length

Wooden Cloud

8.5cm in length

Stainless Steel Oval

Approximately 6cm

High quality, non-toxic wooden rabbit shape. The size and circular shape
is easy to hold and readily used to teeth.
High quality, non-toxic wooden cloud shape. The size and shape are easy
to hold and readily used to teeth.
A smooth, oval shape metal piece.

Metal Spoon

9cm in Length

Rounded edges, cold to touch, slightly heavy for its petite size.

Key Link Chain

10 joined links. Approximately
25cm
7*3cm

Linked together key chains.

Star shaped Tin
Natural Wooden Egg

Untreated wood. This classic item has been around for decades. A
favourite within the collection.
Commonly known as a preserving jar ring, this item is a larger circular
object to play with.
A locally crocheted woollen ball, filled with synthetic stuffing.

An untreated wooden ring. Ideal as a teether, along with multiple other
imaginative opportunities. Wooden imperfections give this piece it’s
beauty.
A large organza piece, sewn around the outside to form a square.
Transparent in nature.
A rounded bamboo spoon.

Aluminium dish designed for baking. Smooth rim.

Wooden Soap Holder

The size of a regular chickens
egg
11*9cm

Untreated radiata pine wood shaped into an egg. Locally handmade.

Flat sided Metal Tin

4.5*6cm

Thick sided soap dish with small rounded wooden cylinders forming a
grate between.
Aluminium rounded shaped tin with smooth edge.

Shallow open metal dish

7*2cm

Aluminium rounded shaped tin with smooth edge.

